Pooka's Page for Grownups
Even here in California, when October arrives, you can
feel a change happening. It isn't just that the sky is bluer,
the nights cooler or the "Devil Winds" begin to blow.
There's a growing change in the very air around you as the
Veil Between Worlds begins to thin.
You might begin dreaming or randomly thinking of loved
ones who've Crossed Over. Many people suddenly become
interested in researching their genealogy. As the days count down to Samhain and
the Veil thins even more, the whispers from the Other Side become stronger:
"Remember me!"
I believe this Time of Remembering is the very soul of Samhain which is why I
chose this as our theme for this issue's story. And, because of the story's ending,
I decided to enlist the help of the kids in our Pooka's Circle Facepage Group. I
asked them to draw a portrait of Pooka. They only had 2 days to do it, but a bunch
of them sent in their drawings and each one was excellent. You'll see them in this
issue along with the one chosen to illustrate Pooka's story.
Speaking of Remembering loved ones on the Other Side, the poem chosen for
this issue is a special one to me.
My mother would gather all 3 of us kids on to her lap in the (very) big wing-backed
Reading Chair with her (Ha! Now you know where Elsie's chair comes from.) Then,
in her resonant, dramatic, stage actress's voice, she would read poetry to us. The
deliciously spooky "Little Orphan Annie" was one of our favorites. On the last
verse, her voice would slow and drop low like a secret being shared ...until the very
last line. At that point, she'd bellow "and the goblins will get YOU if you don't
watch out!". We'd all shriek in laughter and fright and tumble off her lap.
I like to think that this Samhain, Mama is close by and chuckling over yet
another generation of children getting "skeered" by the poem she loved so much
when she was a child.
Meanwhile, have a deliciously spooky Samhain with lots of
lovely ghosts stopping by to say Hello.

from Lora, Pooka
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the cold half, "winter". This day that devides the two is a magical “between” time. The realm of the
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Remembering

The little witch yawned and laid her book aside. She rose from her chair, banked the fire

on the hearth and blew out her reading lamp. Her movements woke the black cat that was
sprawled on the back of the sofa. Pooka raised his head and blinked up at her. "Bedtime?"
Elsie nodded and lit the candle that would guide them up to bed. The cat trailed behind her
as his witch climbed the stairs. He was only half awake and watched in fascination as the
flickering reflections of her candle danced across the painted portraits and framed sepia toned
photos that lined the wall. He'd never really paid attention to them before.
An elderly woman with kind, twinkling eyes gazed down at him. "Who's that?" Pooka
asked.
Elsie paused and turned on the stairs. "That's Granny Witch. I've told you about her. She's
the one who taught me all about herbs."
He suddenly noticed the next photo. "Hey! That's our cottage! But who's that lady in
front of it?"
"Great Aunt Bert," Elsie told him. "She was an astrologer. I still have the horoscopes she
wrote for the rest of the family."

"She looks grouchy," Pooka commented.
Elsie laughed. "She kind of was and I'm afraid she didn't like children very much. But she
really loved her cat, Impecunious. That's him in the photo next to her. Impecunious lived to be
30 years old."
Pooka examined the black cat in the photo and then noticed a plump, comfy-looking
woman wearing a frilly white apron in the background. "Who's that?"
"That was her sister, Aunt Gummy."
"Your aunts sure have funny names!" the cat snickered.
Elsie chuckled. "I know!"
"Tell me about Aunt Gummy," grinned Pooka.
" Aunt Gummy made the best peach pies in the county. She was also the family psychic.
Ghosts loved to stop by and visit her for a chat. So, several times a year, our whole family
would get together at Aunt Gummy's house. They'd hold séances and visit with family
members who'd Crossed Over. At one of their gatherings though, the massive oak table they
were all seated around rose up and started swinging in the air and Uncle Harvey's ghost started
playing his violin. Granny's brother, who was a police captain at the time, got so scared that he
jumped right out the window!"
Pooka's eyes had gotten very big. "I'd have been way ahead of him!"
He then noticed another portrait of a handsome young man holding a violin. "Is that Uncle
Harvey?"
"Yes." Elsie touched the painting fondly with her finger. "He was a wonderful violinist.
Sadly, he died right after this picture was taken."
Pooka gazed up and realized that many more photos and paintings were lining the staircase.
"Are all of these pictures of your
ancestors?" he asked.
Elsie nodded.
"And you know all of their stories?"
"Of course," she said. "Their stories
have been passed down every year at
Samhain for generations so our family can
remember them. Someday, I'll grow up and
have children and then I'll pass the stories
on to them."
"I want to be Remembered in those
stories," said Pooka rather wistfully.
Elsie scooped the little cat up and
snuggled him until he purred. "Don't worry,
You will be!" she told him.
"Well, just to make sure, maybe in the
morning you could get out your crayons and
draw a picture of me? Then we can hang it
on the wall here with the others."
Elsie promised she would...and the next
morning, she did.
(Illustration by Belle, age 5)

More wonderful Pooka Portraits done by his Friends....
by Zara, age 9

by Abby, age 12

by Asa, age 9
by Avalon, age 4

Thanks, kids!

Love,

Pooka

Fall is a time of nuts and pumpkins and this yummy dessert is perfect for your Samhain Feast. If
you have any left over, it's also a wonderful breakfast treat reheated the next morning.

Pumpkin Pecan Pudding Cake
In a big bowl, combine:
1 2/3 cups flour
1 cup brown sugar
1 1/2 tsp baking powder
3 tsp pumpkin pie spice (recipe follows)
1/2 tsp kosher salt
1/2 cup plump, sweet raisins
In a smaller bowl, combine:
1/2 cup milk (almond milk works fine!)
2/3 cup plain canned pumpkin purée
1/4 cup melted butter

about 1/2 cup of chopped pecans on top.

Mix the blended ingredients of the 2nd
bowl into the first bowl and then spread in
the bottom of a greased crock-pot. Sprinkle

In a small saucepan, bring to a simmer: 1 1/3 c water, 3/4 c brown sugar and 1 tsp. vanilla
extract. Carefully pour this over the pecans and cake batter in the crock-pot.
Put the lid on and set the crockpot to "High" and cook about 2 hours. (You can also bake it in
the oven, using a casserole dish or 8 x 8 cooking pan, at 350 for about 35 minutes.)
Serve warm with fresh whipped cream!

Pooka woke and raised his head. He realized it was Dark:30 and his little witch wasn't in bed
with him where she belonged! He padded down the stairs and headed toward the light that
was on in the kitchen.
He found Elsie in her rocking chair by the stove. She was sipping a cup of tea. The wonderful
smell of the tea assaulted his sensitive nose the moment he entered the kitchen.
"Why aren't you in bed? And what IS that tea? Can I have some?" He leaped into her lap,
almost spilling the cup, and stuck his nose in it. As he inhaled, his eyes crossed and a happy,
goofy grin spread across his kitty face.
Elsie laughed and raised the cup away from his reach. "I couldn't sleep," she said, "so I made
some tea."
Pooka pawed at the cup, trying to pull it towards him. "I want some!" he said. "What's in it? Is
that catnip?"
Elsie raised the cup even higher and said, "Not catnip. I needed something a bit stronger. This
tea has Valerian in it."

Valerian
Valerian is an herb that every little witch should have on their shelf.
Most cats love the smell of Valerian. They go nuts over it just like Pooka goes nuts over the
smell of catnip. Cats know a good thing when they smell it!
People? Not so much. In fact, most people think valerian smells really stinky. Despite that,
valerian is an herb often used in perfumes because, when used it small amounts, it seems to
add a wonderful, magical, mysterious. earthy quality to the ingredients it's combined with.
When Elsie has trouble sleeping, she often brews a tea of valerian mixed with other herbs. But
valerian is the most powerful ingredient. ..and she likes the taste! It helps her fall asleep, rest
peacefully through the night and then wake feeling refreshed in the morning. Another method,
besides drinking it (especially if you don't like the taste), is to make a salve from the herb and
rub it on your feet at night. That works too!
Valerian is also great when you're going through a rough time emotionally or have experienced
some sort of trauma. It calms you and relaxes anxiety. It's wonderful if you wake up in the
night after a bad nightmare.

Today, in Europe, it's the number one ingredient used in over-the-counter sleep and anxiety
remedies. It's also used in cosmetics and shampoos as well as perfumes.
Valerian is a an easy plant to grow that produces beautiful, lacy white flowers. Give her a bit of
afternoon shade and keep the soil most. (She's a thirsty girl!) And please make sure she's not
crowded by weeds. She likes her space, thank you very much! Never the less, Valerian is still
quite friendly and encourages any nearby plants to grow better. Pooka wants Elsie to plant
some next to his catnip!
Valerian is also a very magical herb.
Every family quarrels sometimes. But, if it
gets too bad, toss some powdered valerian
root around the room and things will calm
down.
It's an herb sacred to the Goddess of Love and
many people around the world believe that a
girl wearing valerian oil or perfume will be
followed by flocks of love-struck boys.
When mixed with sulfur and patchouli, it's
often used as a substitute in spells for
graveyard dust.
Sleep Pillow recipe - Hops, valerian, lavender,
patchouli, jasmine
Sleep Salve for little feet: Put equal parts of
valerian and lavender in a jar. Add enough oil
to cover the herbs then put a loose lid on it.
Place it in a crockpot with enough water to
come half way up the jar. Set the crockpot on
low and cook for 8 hours. Strain the herbs out
and refrigerate the oil until needed. Warm
and message into little feet at bedtime.

A Letter from Scotland Dear Little Witches,
Meg, the black tom cat, the proud owner of both half a
tail and a girl’s name, arched his back and flattened his
ears slightly. The frozen snarls of the tumpshie lanterns
and the glimmering lights of their creepy eyes made his
fur stand on end.
“S’abit scary, you know,” Meg complained to no-one in
particular, as one of the lanterns winked at him through
the darkness. He watched the shadows dance against the backdrop of flames from the massive
bonfire. Meg’s fur stood up some more, as if it too wanted to see what was happening. “And
there’s not a bannock to be seen,” he continued. “Angus promised me bannocks. Two of
them.”
Attila the rabbit, stared at him. Tonight was the
most exciting; most important festival in the
whole year and all that cat could think about
was his belly. Really! Exasperated, Attila shook
his ears in disgust.
“It is Angus’s birthday, you know,” announced
Attila, rather sniffily. “And I’m sure he has more
important things to think about than bannocks
for a greedy cat.”
Suddenly, a low-throated growl frightened both
of them. Turning around, they were surprised
to see a yellow Labrador puppy behind them. They were even more surprised that the target of
its grumbling was not the cat or the rabbit in front of it, but the moving shadows that seemed
to be just here, just there and just out of sight.
“Where did the dog come from?” asked Meg.
“I don’t know,” answered Attila, “but it shouldn’t be here at all. This isn’t its world.”
The dog continued growling and snarling at the shades in the air and the reflections in the
firelight. Its low-throated noises made Meg and Attila fearful. Then Attila laughed. “Why am I
bothered? I am a rabbit of this world now and have no need to fear a dog!”
With that, Attila hopped over to the dog – and bopped it on the nose. “Wheesht!” he
commanded.
The very surprised dog stopped its noise at once. It wasn’t every day it came across an annoyed
rabbit that wasn’t scared to see it. Confused, the Labrador sat down and offered a paw in peace.

Attila shook the paw.
“I’m Saoirse,” said the animal, “and I think I’m lost.”
“I think you are too,” agreed Attila. “This is the Otherworld and I’m sure you should not be
here.”
Just as Meg and Attila wondered what to do about the situation, Angus Óg appeared beside
them. He looked at the cat, the dog and the rabbit. “Hmm,” he said, with a smile.
“Hmm, what?” demanded Attila, a little crossly. “There’s a great lump of a dog here that
doesn’t belong - and it’s shouting at shadows.”
Angus sat down beside Saoirse and scratched her ears. He looked thoughtful. “It’s a magic
night,” he mused, “and the veils between the Otherworld and your world are thin, little dog.
But you shouldn’t really be able to wander in and out at will. Yet you have.”
“Meg does,” said Attila.
“Meg’s a cat,” answered Angus. “Since the beginning of time, no cat anywhere has ever taken
notice of any rule that didn’t suit them.”
“True enough,” sighed Attila, as he plopped his plump little body down beside Angus, hoping
for some of the ear-scratching Angus was absent-mindedly giving the dog.
“Why is she barking at shadows?” asked Meg.
“Ah, that one I can answer,” said Angus. “She sees what you two have not yet noticed. They are
the shadows of the ancestors dancing around the fire. Later tonight, they may choose to visit
their families. But the dog just sees the people of the past and can’t understand why they
won’t play with her.”
Meg grinned disdainfully. “You mean the daft dog wants the shadows of the ancestors to play
fetch with her?”
Angus laughed loudly. “Why not? It’s the night for it, after all!”
All three animals looked at him. What was he talking about?
“There are many old stories about shadows,” said Angus, eyes twinkling with mischief at what
he was not telling them as well as with what he might tell them. “Would you like to hear one or
two?”
The animals made themselves comfortable, so Angus
took this as a ‘yes, please.’
“One story,” he began, “belongs only to children, for
they are born knowing the truth of it… Seeing your
shadow is seeing the divine spark within you - your
soul. When they are really small, many children
become upset by their shadow. They are too little to
explain, but they know a part of themselves is
outside their body and they are afraid to lose it – and
they are afraid to watch it do exactly the same as

they do. Young children are not long at dancing on the life arm of the spiral and they still
remember when they were separated.”
“Has anyone ever lost their shadow?” asked Saoirse.
“Once, in an old storybook, a boy lost his shadow,” answered Angus,
“and it was a dog that was responsible for the loss. But it ended well
enough. A very kind girl sewed the shadow back on for him and no harm
done.”
“Children forget how important shadows are,” said Meg.
“Yes, they do,” said Angus, “but not always and not until they are much
older. Have you ever seen children jumping on another child’s shadow?”
“Yes,” said Meg, grinning. “They all got very cross about it.”
Angus smiled. “That is because the children remember the joy of the Wild Wood. If you can
make your own shadow enter your body for a little while, you become magical and the
knowledge of the woods is yours for the working. Trying to steal someone’s shadow by jumping
on it is like trying to steal the person. Most shadows won’t put up with it, but just now and then,
one is caught off-guard and gets stolen. The child who loses it is incomplete and the child who
has stolen it never realises what they have done until I have to sort out the big mess they’ve
made.”
“When they are older,” Angus continued, dreamily, “children have to learn all over again about
the mind, the body and the soul having existences apart from each other, even though they are
one and joined at the heart. The Sacred Spiral of their birth-right.”
Meg looked at Angus. “I’m only a cat,” he said, “and a little one at that. I don’t understand the
spiral yet.”
Angus shook his thoughts free from the Land of Dreams. “Sorry, Meg,” he said. “I forgot for a
moment who I was talking to.”
With that he grinned and pointed to the shadows dancing in the
firelight. “Now these shadows are happy shadows, because tonight,
they will visit their loved ones. In those places where the Old Ways are
honoured, there will be great feasts. And each table will have a space
for the ancestors. That is why the shadows of those who came before
dance. They are happy to be visiting for a while. Isn’t that lovely?”
“It is,” sighed Attila, wondering if he too would be allowed to visit his
human.
“It is,” sighed the dog, thinking he would give anything to be back home.
“It is,” sighed Meg. “Will there be bannocks?” he asked, thinking about
his rumbling tummy.
Angus laughed again.

And suddenly, three voices called through the night air – “Saoirse! Saoirse! SAOIRSE!” The
voices of two girls and a boy called for their dog. With a bark of joy, the dog jumped up and ran
in the direction of the voices.
Angus laughed again.
Attila smiled. “Happy Birthday, Angus.”
“Thank you,” Angus replied. He picked up Meg, “and now we have a party to attend.”
“Will there be…?” began Meg.
“Yes,” grinned Angus, “three of them, huge
ones, just for you.”
With that, Angus the Ever Young God, Attila
the Bun and Meg, the cat with half a tail
moved off in the direction of the fire to join
in the Celebrations of the Great Feast of
Samhain.
And - in Meg’s case - to eat some bannocks.

Till next time,

Fiona Tinker

Why didn't the zombie go to school?
He felt rotten.
What do you call a witch who lives on a beach?
a sand-witch.
How do you fix a broken jack-o-lantern?
You use a pumpkin patch.

Pooka trailed after Elsie and Nathan

though Farmer Gilroy's field of pumpkins.
"What are we looking for?" the cat
asked..again.
"We need a special pumpkin that we can
take home, hollow out and carve to be our Guardian Pumpkin," the witch patiently told
him ...for the third time.
"Right," nodded Pooka. "And a Guardian Pumpkin is...?"
" It guards the cottage on Samhain Eve," said Nathan.
"Right!" chirped Pooka enthusiastically. "Now I know what we're looking for and I can help.
Just leave it to me!"
Nathan and Elsie watched, bemused, as the little cat darted from one pumpkin to another,
rejecting each... until he found a very large and unusually tall one. He leaped on top of it and
curled his tail around his body. "This will do!" he announced.
Elsie scrutinized the large pumpkin. "That is a good pumpkin," she said. "But what makes you
so sure this one is right for being our Guardian Pumpkin?"
"Because, once you and Nathan hollow it out, I'll be able to fit inside it and it can guard me from
the Scary Trick or Treaters,," said Pooka. "They won't be able to find me!"

Make a Guardian Pumpkin

You don't need to hide inside a pumpkin to be safe from spirits, ghosts or trick or treaters on
Samhain. But you still might like to make a Guardian Pumpkin to watch over your home on this
special night when mischievous spirits and sprites
on All Hallow's Eve.
Create a Jack o' Lantern by hollowing out and
carving a pumpkin with the most scary, stern face
you can imagine. Make a blend of herbs: Bay
leaves, cinnamon, ....
Rub the inside of your pumpkin with them. Then
carve protection runes on a white candle. Rub
the candle with protection oil and place it in the
pumpkin. Put the jack o' lantern by your
doorway, ask your grownup to light the candle.
Then, hold your hands over the jack o' lantern
and say:
"Jack of Winter and Night of the Year,
Guard this home and all who live here.
Only nice spirits may come and stay,
And all the rest, you'll scare away!"

Make a Book of Shadows
By Amber A.

Elsie says: In the old days, witches made their books by hand. The act of making the
book and then hand inscribing them with your spells, potion formulas, moon charts,
diagrams and rituals was considered a special act of magic in itself. Elsie still does
hers this way.
Last issue we dyed paper using natural sources. This issue we’re going to make a
Book of Shadows with dyed paper. A Book of Shadows is like a witch’s journal that
you can put you experiences and recipes in. There are many methods to make one
but I am going to share how I made mine using cloth. A grownup should help you
with this project.
Materials:
Cloth
embroidery needle with a large "eye"
Embroidery thread or waxed thread
Ribbon
Tea stained copy paper (8 ½ “×11”)
Pencil
Ruler
Instructions:
Take your tea stained copy paper and fold in half (short sides together). Fold as many
pages as you want for your BoS. Then make signatures by putting them inside of
each other in groups of 3-5. I made 10 signatures using 5 pages per signature.
To make your cover out of one piece of cloth/leather: stack your signatures on top
of each other to get the measurement of the spine thickness. Then add 12 inches to
accommodate the opening of the pages in the front and back of your BOS. This
measurement will be the length of your cover that needs to be cut out. You can add
6 more inches if you want your BOS to have a flap like mine. Next take the height of

your pages plus ¼ inch on the top and
bottom to get the width of the cover. My
measurements started at 18”x 9” but after
trimming of the rough edges and making
the flap rounded it was smaller. I then
painted my cloth with acrylics.
Pre make holes for binding: make a
template by taking a blank piece of copy paper and fold in half. Open the page, then
take a ruler and make marks on the fold where your holes will be. From the top make
marks at ½ inch, 1 inch, & 3 inch. Starting at the bottom make marks at ½ inch, 1 inch,
& 3 inch. Then take your needle or an awl and punch holes along the fold on the
marks.

Take one signature and open it up so that all the pages are flat. Put the template on
top and line up the folds. Then use a pencil to make dots in your holes (this ensures
that the holes you make will be on the fold instead of "off" a little). Remove the
template and then make sure your signature pages are lined up. Use your large
embroidery needle to punch holes along the fold at the marks. Repeat with all of
your signatures.
Open your cover so that the inside faces you. Make sure that the flap is to your right.
Make marks with your pencil on the left side of your BOS 6 inches from the top and 6

inches from the bottom. Take your ruler and draw a straight line between your top
and bottom marks; this is the 1st column where your 1st signature will go. From the
line you just made, make another line ⅛ inch to the right of it; this will be where your
next signature will go. I made 10 lines for my 10 signatures.
Now take the template from before and fold it back along its fold so that you can see
the holes on the ridge. Line up the ridge with one of your lines/columns, make it so
that it is even distance from the top and bottom of the cover. Then punch a hole
along the column at the hole in the template. Repeat for the other columns.
String the needle: calculate length of string by taking the length of the folded
template multiplied by the number of signatures. Then double the amount so that
the needle can be double thread. Double thread your needle then tie a knot at the
end.
Attach your signatures using the long stitch method: Open your cover so that the
inside faces you. Make sure that the flap is to your right.
Step 1: Open one signature, put
needle through 1st hole on inside
of signature
Step 2: put needle into the top
hole of the left most column (1st
column) in the inside cover. Pull
the thread all the way through
Step 3: sew the needle back
through the first hole. Don’t pull
all the way through. Leave a loop.
Step 4: sew through the inside of
the signature through the 2nd hole into the 2nd hole of the 1st column in the inside
cover. Pull all the way through without losing the loop in the 1st hole.
Step 5: sew into the 3rd hole of the same column in the outside cover. Continue into
the 3rd hole in the back of the new signature. Pull tight.
Step 6: sew through the 4th hole in the signature into the 4th hole of the 1st column
in the inside cover.
Step 7: sew into the 5th hole of the same column in the outside cover. Continue into
the 5th hole in the back of the signature. Pull tight.

Step 8: sew through the inside of the signature through the 6th hole into the 6th
hole of the 1st column in the inside cover. Pull tight.
Step 9: put the needle into the adjacent hole of the next column (bottom/6th hole of
column 2) in the outside cover. Pull through.
Step 10: Open a new signature and sew through the bottom (6th) hole in the back of
the new signature. Pull through.
Step 11: Continue sewing the new signature into the 2nd column in the cover. Keep
your thread taught
Step 12: Once reach the end of the column, sew through the loop made in Step 3.
Pull tight.
Step 13: Continue sewing each new signature into the cover. When you reach the
end of a signature, take the needle and sew under the outside stitch that links the
previous column.
Step 14: Once the last signature is attached, sew under previous column’s stitch and
sew back through the last hole. Tie the thread in a knot around the inside signature’s
stitch. Cut off any excess thread.

Why are skeletons so calm?
Because nothing gets under their skin.

The Path of the Witchling
Lesson 4 – The God and Goddess
by MommaWitch Carmen

Lesson 4 – Part 1
The God and Goddess

All religions believe in a higher power. Some see it as a God as in the Christian and
Jewish religions. In Wicca, a form of Paganism, we see the higher power as both a God and a
Goddess. This is because Wicca is a nature spirituality and in nature there is the balance of male
and female, boy and girl, positive and negative energy and so many other two’s that are
necessary.
Now, how you see this twosome of higher power is your own choice. For some it may
just be a simple feeling of knowing that you are not alone in this great big world. For others it
may be a feeling of fantastic energy surrounding them.
For many people it is hard to describe…but you will one day know what it means to you
because you will feel it and believe it within your heart.
For these studies, you will be learning about a God and Goddess who are all about
nature…they work together, even though sometimes one or the other may work harder
depending on the time of year. Just like a mother and father…they work alone sometimes and
they work together other times. And just like you do...working with others to share what each
other can do. It is fun to share together, helping whenever you can.

Lesson 4 – Part 2
The God and Goddess Symbols
There are some basic symbols that may help you when you think about the God and
Goddess.
Goddess Symbols – Earth, Moon, Sea, Spiral, Flowers, Apple, Fairy
God Symbols – Sky, Sun, Forest, Hunter, Animal Horns, Nuts
It can be a lot of fun to imagine how the God and Goddess look. You might think of the
Goddess as a beautiful woman, or a beautiful tree or even an angel. Some see her as a fairy too.
You may think about the God as giant, or a knight in shining armor or even as a tree with
big, leafy branches.
As you grow, you will understand more and probably change how you see the God and
Goddess.
Ask questions of the person who is guiding you with your lessons and never be afraid to
say, “I don’t understand!” They will be so happy to help you and you just may be helping them
as well.
Remember that the God and Goddess are in your heart and all around you; helping you
every day with whatever you are going through.
Homework (But I like to call it, Magical Wonders)
How do you imagine the God and Goddess right now? Draw a
picture and/or write a story about them. If you want to do both,
that would be awesome! Be sure to put the date on it. It will be
fun to look at it as you keep learning and growing to how your
image and thoughts may change.
What things in nature might remind you of the God and Goddess?
Gather some of those things and make a little treasure box of
those things and your picture and/or story.
What is the sabbat we are celebrating now and how will you
celebrate it?

Remember to keep your lessons in a special notebook so you can add each lesson
and look back on them as you do new lessons.

Happy Birthday !
Happy Birthday to Lora's grandchildren - Tristan, who'll be
7 on Samhain; Forest, who'll be 11 on Nov. 10 - the same
day his sister Samantha turns 19. And a special Happy
Birthday to Lora's mother, born Oct. 30 and who always
joked that she missed being a "witch" by one day. (She
didn't, really.)
Twins Ayelleah and Zoey will be 14 on Dec. 13 but they'll
most likely be spending their birthday in different ways.
While Zoey is out shooting hoops, Ayelleah will probably
be curled up inside with a good book. Happy Birthday to
both girls!
Luna turns 8 on Nov. 9 and musical Jasmine will be 12 on
Nov. 14. Kameryn's birthday is Nov. 21. Pooka thinks he
might be an entomologist when he grows up!
Pooka wants to know if Garion will be getting an orange
birthday cake on Oct. 29 when he turns 9. That would be pretty cool. Maranda will be 8 on Dec
3 and Riley turns 13 on Dec 2.
Happy Birthday to Fauna who will be 6 on Dec. 9 ...and, yes, Fauna. Pooka does have a hat like
Elsie's. He doesn't wear it all the time though because it tends to fall off when he's rolling in his
catnip or playing in the forest.
Aria is getting so big! She'll be 5 on Nov 23 and Rainbow Baby Iris will
be one year old on Nov 4.
On Nov 17, Bella will turn 8 and Pooka hopes she saves an extra big
piece of cake for her kitty! Mazie the Mermaid Mouse will be 8 on Nov
6. Little Bridget turns 3 on Nov. 9 and less than a week later, on Nov.
15, her little brother, Charles, will be one year old.
River Fern will be practicing her spells on Nov 7 when she turns 4 .
Mia turns 2 on Nov 16 and Pooka would really like to meet her stuffed
cat "Poo" someday!
Conner was another Rainbow Baby and he'll be 9 on Dec 13.
Johnny is a Samhain Child born on Oct 31. This year he'll be 6 years old and if only he could
figure out how to play Minecraft and Legos at the same time!
On Nov 7, Freya will be 2. Pooka hears she's been very busy turning all the bird baths in her
garden into cauldrons and he's wondering what the birds think of that! And Happy Birthday to
Freya's sister Millie who turns 10 on November 19. Pooka would really like to see some of the
pictures she's colored.
Future scientist and geologist Eddie will be 8 on Dec 14 and, on Nov 12, Mai will be 10.

Hayley's 8th birthday is on Dec 13 and Pooka hopes all sorts of magical
creatures will come to her party. On November 21, Corbin will be 8 and Pooka hopes he's not too big to enjoy the Read-Along story in this
issue. He might get a laugh out of it.
Holz is celebrating her birthday on Dec 15 and, on Dec 2, King Samuel
Lloyd will be turning 6 years old.
Wyatt Glenn will be 2 on Nov 9 and his big sister, Keira Jean, will be 4
on Dec 4. Antonio will be a paleontologist someday but, on Nov 23,
he'll settle for being 11 years old.
Amanda turns 9 on Dec 15 - two weeks after being in her first 5K race.
Way to go, Amanda!
On Nov 28, Theodore will be 2. Also on Nov 28, Storm turns 16 and, on
Dec 14, his brother Fox will be 17.
Jadzia turns 2 on Nov 13 and shares Pooka's love for strawberries! On
Nov 11, Morgan will be 7 and Ian, who'll be 6 on Nov 11 already has his
future mapped out. Ian's going to be an engineer!
On All Hallow's Day, Allana will be 6. With a birthday like that, no
wonder she loves unicorns! Her brother (and future oceanographer)
Dominic will be 8 on Dec 8 and their oldest sister, Sarah, will be
listening to 90s alternative rock when she turns 15 on Dec 15.
Irish twins, Peighton and Madylyn both have birthdays coming up. Peighton will be 6 on Dec 9
and Madylyn turns 5 on Dec 1.
Devin will be 7 on Dec 8 and Pooka's wondering if she'll have a Snow White or Spiderman
themed birthday?
Kitana turns 5 on Nov 16 and there's a rumor that pink elephants might
show up at her party! Dec 15 is Dianne's 9th birthday and Pooka hopes
she gets lots of pretty rocks.
Alicia turns 15 on Nov 24 but her mother, Michelle has no trouble
keeping up with her. Michelle will be 35 years young on Dec 2.
All the animals love Norah Beth who turns 5 on Nov 15. On Dec 10,
Lilith will be 10 years old. Dec 10 is also Jacen's birthday and he'll be 6.
Pooka think he should get a fruitcake for his birthday!
Athelia Rain will be 1 year old on Nov 21, Aiden Jester turns 5 on Nov
23 and Pooka's friend Tina Goodwitch's birthday is Nov 9.

Little Orphan Annie
by
James Whitcomb Riley

Little Orphan Annie’s come to our house to stay.
To wash the cups and saucers up and brush the
crumbs away.
and shoo the chickens off the porch and dust the
hearth and sweep,
and make the fire and bake the bread to earn her
board and keep.
While all us other children, when the supper things
is done,
we sit around the kitchen fire and has the mostest
fun,
a listening to the witch tales that Annie tells about
and the goblins will get you if you don’t watch out!
Once there was a little boy who wouldn’t say his prayers,
and when he went to bed at night away up stairs,
his mammy heard him holler and his daddy heard him bawl,
and when they turned the covers down, he wasn’t there at all!
And they seeked him in the attic room and cubby hole and press
and seeked him up the chimney flu and every wheres, I guess,
but all they ever found was just his pants and round-about
and the goblins will get you if you don’t watch out!
Once there was a little girl who always laughed and grinned
and made fun of everyone, of all her blood and kin,
and once when there was company and the old folks was there,
she mocked them and she shocked them and said, she didn’t care.
And just as she kicked her heels and turned to run and hide,
there was two great big black things a standing by her side.
And they snatched her through the ceiling 'fore she knowed what she's about,
and the goblins will get you if you don’t watch out!
And little Orphan Annie says, when the blaze is blue,
and the lamp-wick sputters, an' the wind goes woo-oo!
and you hear the crickets quit, an' the moon is gray,
and the lightnin'-bugs in dew is all squenched away,-you better mind your parents and your teachers fond and dear,
and cherish them that loves you, and dry the orphans tears
and help the poor and needy ones that cluster all about,
or the goblins will get YOU if you don’t watch out!

Big, Brave Pooka
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